BAN presents major new e-Waste film on 5 May, Tuesday night, Room 13

The e-waste tragedy

a new film by

by Cosima Dannoritzer

6:15 pm Tues. 5 May
Room 13

Special Delegate Showing

sponsored by the Basel Action Network

BAN welcomes all delegates to a special delegate showing of "The e-Waste Tragedy." The film updates the global e-waste dumping crisis, and poignantly shows how unscrupulous traders export hazardous non-functional electronic junk to developing countries, sometimes under the
guise of helping the poor. The film take you from Europe to Africa, and the US to China. It sadly dispels the belief that the problem BAN first exposed more than a decade ago has gone away. It is a clarion call for Parties to enhance stricter controls on electronic waste even when claimed to be for "recycling", "re-use" or "bridging the digital divide."

The film will be followed by a question and answer session.